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Student accomplishments
for February 2016
The BCATP, Airmen & Women of Saskatchewan

Bobby Berkhaut-PPL
complete

Laura Lawrence- CPL
flight test

Justin Keith- 1st solo
Barry Needham

Barry Needham of Wynyard enlisted in the RCAF in Regina early in
1940, passed through manning depot (the RCAF equivalent of the
army’s “boot camp” or basis training), did guard duty on the west
coast, then was selected for pilot training at Regina’s 15
Elementary Flying Training School early in 1941. His next stop was
11 Service Flying Training School in the spring of 1941.
This school, located at the Yorkton municipal airport on the city’s
northern edge, was so new there were “duck boards” carrying
foot traffic over the mud between buildings. After making a
number of flights with an instructor, Needham soloed on April 21,
1941 in Harvard 2996.

Grady Keith - 1st solo

Cody Keith - 1st solo

Con’t next page
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The BCATP and Airmen & Women of Saskatchewan con’t
As it went on, training included ever-more sophisticated
instruction on formation flying, navigation, emergencies, crosscountry flying and aerobatics. He persevered and successfully
graduated after logging 45 flying hours of dual time on Harvards
and 45 solo — a sergeant pilot, rated “average” as pilot and
navigator. “And with a total of 150 hours, they sent us overseas,”
he said. “I imagine that (was because) it was just a year after the
Battle of Britain and they were still short of fighter pilots.”
Needham compared the challenge of flying training to the jitters
you have “the first time you drive a car — and then, pretty soon,
you think you’re a race car driver.”

First Solo - Gradyn Haapala
Commercial Licence - Kris Milbrandt
Class 4 Instructor Rating - Marlon Forsberg

Congratulations to ALL the students this month!

Watch next month’s issue for another airman’s insights

Join the squadron flying north to Alaska in June
By Dave McElroy
We will depart from British Columbia’s Okanagan Valley on or
about June 6 and return there a couple of weeks later. Some
aircraft may wish to join us at Kelowna or Vernon for the
departure - but individual aircraft will of course be free to join
anywhere along the route - and of course to leave the
squadron at any stage of the proposed route. We have
roughed out a very tentative itinerary. At this stage it is totally
flexible; it can and will be adjusted to conform to the wishes of
participating pilots. Highlights of this iteration suggest: 4,400
nm – 30 hours at 150 knots or 40 hours at 110 knots. This route
The Prairie Heritage Air Show Society

takes us north from the Okanagan Valley to Inuvik on the
Mackenzie and then on to Tuktoyaktuk on the Arctic Ocean with intermediate stops at Prince George, Fort Nelson, Watson
Lake and Dawson City. From Tuk we will head west to Wales,
Alaska on the Bering Sea - via Old Crow, Fairbanks and Nome.
From Nome we will head southeast to Anchorage, Yakatak,
Sitka, Prince Rupert, Boundary Bay and then home. Likely
stopping for a couple days fishing at Yakatak or Seward, AK. We

Hi everyone The date for the 2017 Air Show has been set for
th
August 27, 28 . Mark your calendar, book your holiday!
Watch for news on up-coming meetings.
nd
They take place at the Senior Center in Prince Albert on 2
Avenue just north of the Gateway Mall.

are planning a total two weeks away, which would average 2-3
hours flying per day. However from a practical standpoint this
means we’ll be sightseeing and adventuring some days and
flying 5-6 hours on others.
Continued next page
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North to Alaska continued
I have flown a Comanche to Alaska on two different occasions,
and I have also flown it around the world. I can report that an
Alaskan flying holiday is as grand as anything one can see
anywhere else on the planet. Phenomenal mountain ranges –
up close and personal with fabulous glaciers - unbelievably
vast, un-populated plateaus and valleys - the arctic tundra
Thank you once more for reading our column!

(complete with herds of reindeer if we’re lucky) - the Arctic

This occasion I would like to tell you more about the art of soaring
in a glider. In this sport, we call soaring to sustained flight, and
riding lift to take us higher, further and faster. In Saskatchewan,
we ride thermals. Thermals are columns of rising air, caused by
the sun sharing its energy, heating the Earth’s surface, which are
often capped by glorious Cumulus clouds.
Sometimes these Cumulus clouds line up creating a street of
clouds, or “Cloud Street” that gliders follow to fly long distances
without turning over any of these thermals. Sometimes we are not
so lucky, and there are no Cumulus clouds, but we go flying in
hopes of finding unmarked lift in a “blue day”.

Ocean - the Bering Sea - Alaskan fishing - sightseeing in the
Canadian and Alaskan wildernesses - flying the length of the
Alaskan panhandle and the Coast of British Columbia. Most
people never have the opportunity to see 1/100th of these
spectacular scenes in their lifetimes. I will have one fellow pilot
with me in my RV6; others will want to include passengers in
their aircraft to enable cost-sharing. Once I hear from
interested pilots I can assist you in estimating costs. For
example, fuel cost in my RV averages $60/hour, so 30 hours
will cost about $1,800 shared between two of us (Fuel will of
course cost more in the north). All interested souls please
contact me at earliest convenience so we can start making
plans. Dave McElroy: email: davemcelroy8@gmail.com; Tel.:
778 215-4114 or visit www.flyrtw0.com.

107 Spitfire Royal Canadian Air Cadets

Cloud streets

To find this lift we first fly over the most obvious places, such as
dark fields, parking lots or any other surface that heats up quicker
than its surroundings. My favorite spots around our field include a
pig farm and a gravel pit!! Now, funny enough we usually find lift
where we don’t want it or need it anymore…like on our
downwind or base legs during landing *sigh* which are cruel
cruel temptations not to be given in.
Con’t next page

And we are off!
49 cadets and 7 staff begin the trip to Edmonton and Cold
Lake.
Cheers, Captain Beaven
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Saskatoon Soaring Club con’td

Flight Simmer’s Corner

You know you have encountered lift when it feels like you just
flew over a speed bump! We glider plots know there is something
going up way before the variometer gives us a reading. We live
and breathe thermals. We are like surfers on a beach waiting for
the waves to come in order to ride them!!!! Sometimes they
come, sometimes they do not, but that is how it is.

Tips for doing visual approaches

On those God-given thermic days, our gliders can climb high,
cruise fast, and go far. It is pure flying! Not only you need to fly
the plane, you also must harness nature’s energy and administer it
properly! While turning over a thermal you need to fly close to
stall, usually at a 45 degree angle of bank. If this is not enough to
tickle your ribs, often other gliders will join you in the thermal,
very close and personal.
Last October, I had the pleasure of sharing the same piece of sky
with two of my students. They had trained all Spring and Summer,
and by Fall they were versed enough to perform a soaring flight
with others sharing the same thermal. My two students each flew
a club’s single seater and I took our awesome two-seater. We took
turns waiting for the tow plane to take each of the 3 planes up,
but within half an hour, we all were soaring simultaneously and on
sight of each other.

1. Start your approach by tuning in the ILS code and activating
the ILS system but do not activate VOR/LOC! Use the ILS
diamonds to see if you are too high or too low and if you are
too far to the right or left
2. Use auto throttle during the approach. It helps reduce the
workload of maintaining speed

We all started by sharing the same thermal, but at some point,
the most experienced student, flew away doing some thermal
hopping. The remaining student and I decided to stay and shared
the same thermal to keep going up. I truly felt like mamma eagle
giving away pointers to both, and adjusting my flying so I could
put my closest protégé in the best situation to learn from a real
thermic flight.

3. Remember that a 737 won't move as fast as a tiny light
aircraft! Make sure you get lined up correctly at least 5 miles
from the runway so you don't have to make lots of crazy
adjustments.
4. Add flaps to slow down the aircraft. Put down the gear
somewhere between 15-20 miles out.
5. Do not make sharp corrections as the aircraft will go all over
the place. Manoeuvre the aircraft slowly.
6. Do not flare on the approach. Start the flare when you are
about 20-50 feet above the runway.
7. If the aircraft doesn't flare correctly, or you are not in the
correct position to land, don't make sharp turns and steep
descents. Go around.
That's it! Some tips might not be right so you can correct them
if you want. More will be added later!
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Garmin Makes Significant Updates to Pilot App
New views, ADS-B connections and international VFR charts
added. By Pia Bergqvist Posted February 25, 2016

These are pictures of the actual flight. I swear it looks much closer
in person!
After almost an hour of great fun, it was like someone suddenly
shut the thermals off for the day and we went down!!! We all
landed safely at base few minutes later with the biggest smile
possible.
Now, I should emphasize we have strict safety and etiquette rules
to share a thermal with one or many gliders, but when you are
thermalling at proximity over other gliders at high angles of
attack, stalling could spell disaster.
Nonetheless; for the glider folk, there are very few things we
would prefer to do instead.

YQR Economy Parking Lot Open!
After significant enhancements and upgrades to the YQR Economy
Parking Lot this past year the lot is complete and now open and
ready for use!
Economy Parking Lot (longer than 2 hour stays) - NOW OPEN!
400 vehicles can be accommodated in the economy parking
lot. Daily rates are $2.00 for the first hour or part thereof, $2.00
for each additional hour of part thereof to the daily maximum
rate of $11.00 for 24 hours.

Garmin Pilot flight profile view
Garmin has updated its Pilot aviation app, adding a slew of
functions to improve the user experience. The app now
integrates both iOS and Android devices with the company’s
recently released GTX 345 ADS-B In/Out transponder. New
views, airspace labels, access to X-Plane version 10 or higher
through Wi-Fi, and VFR charts for the United Kingdom have
also been added.
The integration with Garmin’s GTX 345 ADS-B transponder
means that your portable device, whether iOS- or Androidbased, can get subscription-free weather, traffic, GPS
positioning and backup attitude data streamed directly from
the panel-mounted device to the Pilot app.
Garmin has also added a flight profile view that allows iPad
users to see the vertical track for each flight. The profile view
shows weather, airspace and obstacles, and terrain in a
different color, allowing the pilot to quickly evaluate the safety
of the targeted cruise altitude.

Con’t next page
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Painting the Panel Lines of your Aircraft Model

OIL PAINT + VARSOL MIXTURE
Once you have completed the paint scheme of your airplane
model kit, it's time to tackle the panel lines. Properly painted
panel lines add realism and detail to the exterior of the aircraft
model. The best results can be achieved by pre-shading all the
panel lines of the airplane model kit before overlaying it with the
final paint scheme. Keep in mind that in order for this technique
to be successful, all surface paint must be completely dry with an
added application of clear coat.
For this tutorial you will need to acquire Varsol, which can be
purchased at your local hardware store, and some artist oil paints.
Most modelers prefer to use Raw Umber and Iron Oxide Black,
which can be mixed together or used individually. In order for the
wash to flow properly into the panel lines, joints and corners of
the airplane model kit, the paint mixture should be very thin. You
can achieve this by mixing your artist oil paints with the Varsol. I
found the best mixture ratio to be 9 parts Varsol and 1 part oil
paint.

Garmin con’t
On the moving map display, Pilot now has airport widget tabs
that provide quick access to altitudes, frequencies and other
pertinent airport information.
The Trip Planning section of Pilot has also been enhanced,
adding access to the Altitude Selector Guide and warnings for
IFR conditions. Selecting an alternate airport has become
easier through Garmin’s Alternate Airport Selection Guide that
displays airport information and weather.
Pilots flying to Europe can now access VFR charts in England,
Ireland, Scotland and Wales with an additional $34.99 annual
subscription. Garmin expects to add VFR coverage in France in
April.

YXE Quality of Service Most Improved
In North America
Saskatoon International Airport (YXE) is pleased to

Load a brush with the wash and wet down the entire part of the
aircraft model that you want to enhance. You will find that the
wash will accumulate in the corners and around protruding details
as it moves away from the flat surfaces of the airplane model kit.
It is important that you do not allow the wash to assemble in thick
puddles, or you may risk covering up the underlying paintwork.
Allow some time for the wash to dry and you will find that the
illusion of shadows is perfect.

announce that it been awarded the Airport Council

If some of the thin wash should happen to run outside the panel
lines, wait until the wash is almost dry. You can use this excess
wash to your advantage and create a "worn out" look by simply
wiping it away. To do this, you may choose to use a slightly moist
rag or Q-tip. Make sure that you wipe in the direction from the
nose of the aircraft model towards the end using a minimal
amount of pressure.

Canada,” says Stephen Maybury, President and CEO of

Don’t get frustrated if it doesn’t work the first time. This
technique is not easy to achieve and I had to attempt this many
times before I learned to do it correctly. I would also suggest
several practice runs on spare airplane model kit parts before
applying this technique to your final painted aircraft model. Enjoy
the effects.

these scores to improve key areas such as parking and other

International (ACI)’s award for the Most Improved Airport in
North America in2015.
The ASQ program is used to benchmark passenger satisfaction
at airports worldwide. “Saskatoon International Airport is
committed to be the most valued airport experience in

Saskatoon Airport Authority. “Together with our airport
partners, we have made significant strides in improving
service quality to be acknowledged as the Most Improved
Airport in North America”. YXE plans to continue to build on

value-adding terminal services.
YXE is also proud to announce it has the top On-Time
Performance scores in the country for 2015. “Our guests have
a stated departure time on their boarding pass,” says
Maybury. “We work collaboratively with all of our partners to
facilitate efficient operations and contribute

Con’t next page
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Saskatoon airport continued
to a positive experience at our airport”. OTP isconsidered

Reflections of an “OLD” Pilot

leaving within 15 minutes of the scheduled departure time.

Pilots are people who drive airplanes for other people who
can't fly. Passengers are people who say they fly, but really
just ride. Fighter Pilots are steely eyed weapons systems
managers who kill bad people and break things. However, they
can also be very charming and personable. The average
fighter pilot, despite sometimes having a swaggering exterior,
is very much capable of such feelings as love, affection,
intimacy and caring. (However, these feelings usually don't
involve anyone else.)

“Significant investments have been made to achieve top

Flying is a hard way to earn an easy living. Both optimists and
pessimists contribute to society. The optimist invents the
airplane; the pessimist, the parachute. Death is just nature's
way of telling you to watch your airspeed.
As a pilot only two bad things can happen to you (and one of
them will):
a. One day you will walk out to the aircraft, knowing it is your
last flight.
b. One day you will walk out to the aircraft, not knowing it is
your last flight.

they arise.

There are rules and there are laws. The rules are made by
men who think that they know how to fly your airplane better
than you. The laws (of physics) were ordained by God. You
can and sometimes should suspend the rules, but you can
never suspend the laws.
About Rules:
a. The rules are a good place to hide if you don't have a
better idea and the talent to execute it.
b. If you deviate from a rule, it must be a flawless
performance (e.g., if you fly under a bridge, don't hit the
bridge.)
c. Before each flight, make sure that your bladder is empty
and your fuel tanks are full.
d. He who demands everything that his aircraft can give him
is a pilot; he who demands one iota more is a fool.

scores in both Service Quality and On-Time Performance,”
explains Maybury. “Completion of the $53 million terminal
expansion in early 2015 has created space for guests to be
comfortable and to enjoy the new experiences the airport has
to offer. ”In addition, YXE has expanded its operations by
providing 24/7 support that assists in meeting airlines’
departure/arrival schedules and responding to challenges as

The ACI Airport Service Quality programme is unique as the
airport industry’s only global benchmarking programme
measuring passenger satisfaction in real time while
passengers are at the airport. Implemented at over 300
airports worldwide, the ASQ programme delivers an in-depth
assessment of the quality of the customer service experience,
including elements such as check-in; security; wayfinding;
food & beverage; and more. The resulting database allows
for a comprehensive analysis of the customer service
experience at each participating airport.
“We see ever-greater competition among airports and with it
increasing pressure to optimize performance across the
operation, especially when it comes to the passenger
experience,” noted Angela Gittens, Director General,
ACIWorld. “Today’s airport managers must respond to the
passenger’s demand and expectation for superior customer
service.”
2015 ASQ results place Saskatoon International Airport (YXE)
among the world’s best airports for the quality of its customer
service experience.

There are certain aircraft sounds that can only be heard at night
and over the ocean. Most of them are scary.
The aircraft limits are only there in case there is another flight by
that particular aircraft. If subsequent flights do not appear
likely, there are no limits. Con’t next page
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"If the Wright brothers were alive today, Wilbur would have to
fire Orville to reduce costs." (President, DELTA Airlines.)
In the Alaskan bush, I'd rather have a two-hour bladder and
three hours of gas than vice versa.
An old pilot is one who can remember when flying was
dangerous and sex was safe.
I've flown in both pilot seats. Can someone tell me why the
other one is always occupied by an idiot?
And my favorite ...
You have to make up your mind about growing up and becoming a
pilot. You can't do both.

SASKATOON WINS PRESTIGIOUS AWARD
The Western Development Museum - Saskatoon has been
named the Number One Thing to Do in Saskatchewan for 2015
by TripAdvisor
This award is based on the number of four- and five-star ratings
that an attraction receives from its visitors on tripadvisor.com.
The WDM has been consistently ranked as number one in
Saskatoon and has been the number one attraction in the
province for over a year. "The relationship that the Museum
staff and volunteer groups enjoy has resulted in a truly
wonderful partnership," said Jason B. Wall, Manager of the
Saskatoon WDM. "Winning this award is absolute proof of
what a group of likeminded people can do when working
together to make this Museum one of the best attractions in
the province." "The WDM in Saskatoon - and at its other three
locations in the province - works hard every day to resonate
with its visitors," said Joan Champ, CEO of the Museum. "It is
wonderful to have this endorsement from reviewers on a
trusted source like TripAdvisor." TripAdvisor is the world's
largest travel site reaching 340 million unique monthly visitors
with over 200 million traveller reviews of attractions like the
WDM, accommodations, restaurants, bed and breakfasts, and
more
Congratulatins from all of us at the SAHS!

Drop us a line if you have any questions, stories, photos or artifacts you wish to donate or share with the society.
We would love to hear from you.

info@skahs.com

www.skahs.com
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